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I. MANDATE AND PROCESS 



/sustainability/
https://www.amherst.edu/amherst-story/amherst-pride/mascot/faqs
https://campusnames.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/14/2018/02/Renaming-Principles.pdf
http://president.umich.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2017/01/PACOUH-memo-on-naming-1-13-17.pdf
https://president.uoregon.edu/sites/president2.uoregon.edu/files/deady_dunn_final_report_08-05-16.pdf
https://president.uoregon.edu/sites/president2.uoregon.edu/files/deady_dunn_final_report_08-05-16.pdf
https://president.yale.edu/sites/default/files/files/CEPR_FINAL_12-2-16.pdf
https://www.brown.edu/initiatives/slavery-and-justice/sites/brown.edu.initiatives.slavery-and-justice/files/uploads/Report%20of%20the%20Brown%20University%20Steering%20Committee%20on%20Slavery%20and%20Justice.pdf
http://slavery.georgetown.edu/report/
https://today.law.harvard.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Shield-Committee-Report.pdf
https://www.princeton.edu/sites/default/files/documents/2017/08/Wilson-Committee-Report-Final.pdf
https://carolinahallstory.unc.edu/changing-the-name-carolina-hall-story/
https://carolinahallstory.unc.edu/changing-the-name-carolina-hall-story/
/equity_diversity/files/equity_diversity/final_report_of_the_provosts_task_force_on_indigenous_studies_and_indigenous_education_0.pdf
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ƛƴŎƭǳŘƛƴƎ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ƳŜŘƛŀΣ ŀōƻǳǘ WŀƳŜǎ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ƘƛǎǘƻǊȅ ŀǎ ŀ ǎƭŀǾŜ-owner. Moreover, some members 

of the McGill community question the appropriateness of continuing to honour Stephen Leacock, 

given his political and social views, with a building in his name. 

hǳǊǎ ƛǎ ƴƻǘ ǘƘŜ ŦƛǊǎǘ ŜȄŜǊŎƛǎŜ ŜȄŀƳƛƴƛƴƎ ƳŀǘǘŜǊǎ ǊŜƭŀǘƛƴƎ ǘƻ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ǊŜƭŀǘƛƻƴǎƘƛǇ ǿƛǘƘ ƎǊƻǳǇǎ 

underrepresented within the university. The university has undertaken a number of consultations 

and studies. There is a perception, understood and shared by the Working Group in some cases, 

that McGill has not acted sufficiently on the resulting recommendations and calls for change.

/principal/files/principal/ptfdece-reportfinal.pdf
/senate/files/senate/10._d16-13_wgsd_tenure_track_survey_report.pdf
/principal/files/principal/task_force_report_final_rev.pdf
/equity_diversity/files/equity_diversity/final_report_of_the_provosts_task_force_on_indigenous_studies_and_indigenous_education_0.pdf
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broad range of matters we see ŀǎ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ƻǳǊ ƳŀƴŘŀǘŜΦ hƴŜ ŜȄŀƳǇƭŜ ƻŦ ŀ άǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜέ ƛǎ ƴŀƳƛƴƎ ŀ 

building or a scholarship. Another is commissioning and displaying a portrait. At least in theory, a 

practice flows from an official decision, made at a particular moment. By another decision, a 

practice could cease or undergo alteration. Admittedly, the historical evidence for these elements 

of a practice is more readily available in some cases than in 

/about/history/features/mcgill-women
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We should make our histories more inclusive, rather than erasing history. Submissions and 

presentations told the Working Group repeatedly about problems arising from silence, invisibility, 

and erasure. Some problems relate to positive contributions made by communitiŜǎ ǿƘƻƳ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ 

official iconography and self-representation neglect to include or honour. Others relate to 

problematic aspects of individuals whom McGill honours. Participants in our consultations 

insisted that McGill must address and confront its historical legacies of wrong towards historically 

subordinated groups, rather than hiding from them. The upcoming bicentennial anniversary of 
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/secretariat/files/secretariat/naming_of_university_assets_policy_for_sept_2014_0.pdf
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the Working Group conveyed a deep pride in the Redmen and in the tŜŀƳǎΩ ǊŜŎƻǊŘǎ ŀƴŘ ǘǊŀŘƛǘƛƻƴǎΦ 

They connected their sense of pride not only to the ǘŜŀƳǎΩ ƘƛǎǘƻǊȅ ŀƴŘ ŀŎŎƻƳǇƭƛǎƘƳŜƴǘǎΣ ōǳǘ also 

to the name. During a Town Hall, ŀ ŦƻǊƳŜǊ ǾŀǊǎƛǘȅ ŀǘƘƭŜǘŜ ǎŀƛŘ ƻŦ ƘƛƳǎŜƭŦΥ άLΩǾŜ Ǝƻǘ ǊŜŘ ƛƴ Ƴȅ ǾŜƛƴǎΦέ 

Another former varsity athlete compared the team name to a family name, highlighting its role in 

άŜƳƻǘƛƻƴŀƭ ŀǘǘŀŎƘƳŜƴǘΣ ǎƻŎƛŀƭ ƛŘŜƴǘƛǘȅ ŀƴŘ ǎŜƭŦ-ŜǎǘŜŜƳΦέ A jointly signed submission expr
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ŀǎǇƛǊŜ ǘƻ ŀŎƘƛŜǾƛƴƎ ŎƻƴǎŜƴǎǳǎΦ .ǊƛƴƎƛƴƎ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ŎƻƳƳŜƳƻǊŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ƴŀƳƛƴƎ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜǎ ƛƴǘƻ ƭƛƴŜ 

with contemporary social, political, and ethical standards will be challenging. In some cases, it will 

be controversial. McGill needs to show leadership and moral courage by acting in a principled 

fashion, even  and especially  in the face of disagreement. It must also be transparent in its 

processes and decision making, so that stakeholders now and in the future may appropriately 

assess them. 

Commemoration and renaming are part of a broader picture. The Working Group heard 

affirmations that commemoration and renaming will be empty gestures if not accompanied by 

ǎǳōǎǘŀƴǘƛǾŜ ŎƘŀƴƎŜ ǘƻ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ŀŘƳƛƴƛǎǘǊŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ ŎǳƭǘǳǊŜΦ [ƛƳƛǘŜŘ ōȅ ƛǘǎ ƳŀƴŘŀǘŜΣ ǘƘŜ ²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ 

Group cannot address the full range of changes that may be necessary as McGill pursues its 

mission in the light of its principles. The Working Group regards its work not as the end of the 

road, but as a step on a longer journey. Moreover, while a decision about commemoration or a 

name may appear binary when cast in the form of change or no change, either decision will likely 

open numerous questions and possibilities regarding what should follow. The process advancing 

from a decision on high-
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¢ƘŜ ²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ ǿǊƛǘǘŜƴ ŀƴŘ ƻǊŀƭ ǎǳōƳƛǎǎƛƻƴǎ ǇƻƛƴǘŜŘ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǇŜǊŎŜƛǾŜŘ ǎƛƭŜƴŎŜ ŀǊƻǳƴd 

Indigenous ǇŜƻǇƭŜǎ ŀƴŘ ǊŀŎƛŀƭƛȊŜŘ ǇŜƻǇƭŜǎΣ ƛƴŎƭǳŘƛƴƎ WŀƳŜǎ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ǎƭŀǾŜƘƻƭŘƛƴƎΣ ŀǎ ǇŀǊǘƛŎǳƭŀǊƭȅ 

problematic. Some members of the McGill community perceive the campuses as spaces in which 

the experiences of people such as themselves are invisible or erased. The Working Group 

repeatedly heard the language of emotional and psychological pain, even trauma. It did so in 

connection with ǎƻƳŜ ǇŜƻǇƭŜΩǎ ǊŜǇƻǊǘŜŘ experiences in an institution that they view as 

established thanks to wealth generated through processes of capitalist imperialism and 

colonialism and that has not acknowledged these origins. Specifically, McGill has an immediate 

responsibility to address glaring silences or omissions regarding Indigenous persons and Black 

Canadians. Such a duty aligns wi

http://www.trc.ca/websites/trcinstitution/index.php?p=890
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education. An official Indigenous land acknowledgement could be made on permanent plaques 

on the campuses. Plaques or other commemorative deǾƛŎŜǎ ƻƴ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ŎŀƳǇǳǎŜǎ ƳƛƎƘǘ ǎƛƳƛƭŀǊƭȅ 

ŀŎƪƴƻǿƭŜŘƎŜ ǘƘŜ ǳƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅΩǎ ƘƛǎǘƻǊƛŎŀƭ ǘƛŜǎ ǘƻ ǘǊŀƴǎ-Atlantic slavery. Less tangibly but 

nevertheless highly visibly, McGill might feature prominently on its website a critical history of its 

founding and of its ŦƻǳƴŘŜǊΣ ƘƛƎƘƭƛƎƘǘƛƴƎ WŀƳŜǎ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ Ŏƻƭƻƴƛŀƭ ŎƻƴǘŜȄǘ ŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ƭƛƴƪǎ ōŜǘǿŜŜƴ 

his wealth and slave owning in Montreal and in the West Indies. The website might celebrate the 

ŀŎƘƛŜǾŜƳŜƴǘǎ ǿƛǘƘƛƴ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ƘƛǎǘƻǊȅ ƻŦ ōƭŀŎƪ people, Indigenous people, and other people of 

colour, as it already does for the άōƭŀȊƛƴƎ ǘǊŀƛƭǎέ ƻŦ ǿƻƳŜƴ. Recruitment scholarships for 

Indigenous students and black students born within Canada would signal openness and a desire 

to include groups historically underrepresented. The Working Group heard the suggestion that 

McGill establish a Department of African Canadian Studies. 

{ǳōǎŜǉǳŜƴǘ ǎŜŎǘƛƻƴǎ ƻŦ ǘƘƛǎ ǊŜǇƻǊǘ ǎŜǘ ƻǳǘ ǘƘŜ ²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ ǊŜŎƻƳƳŜƴŘŜŘ ŀǇǇǊƻŀŎƘes for 

ǘǊŜŀǘƛƴƎ Ŏŀƭƭǎ ǘƻ ŎƘŀƴƎŜ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ŎƻƳƳŜƳƻǊŀǘƛƻƴ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜǎ ƻǊ ǘƻ ǊŜƴŀƳŜ something. Those 

approaches presuppose that an individual or group will submit a request or otherwise trigger the 

process. McGill has been put on notice, however, that the presence of Indigenous peoples and 

racialized peoples, including their history within the university, is unjustifiably slight. Burdening 

individuals within these groups with the responsibility of launching a process or of demonstrating 

their underrepresentation in ǘƘŜ ƛƳŀƎŜǎ ŀƴŘ ƴŀƳŜǎ ƻŦ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ŎŀƳǇǳǎŜǎ would be inappropriate. 

It is up to the university to take action and to embody a fuller, richer history of McGill on its 

campuses.  

McGill should diversify the communities represented in the names on our campuses, celebrating 

a wider range of contributions to McGill and to the world. For example, one participant observed 

that our internal James McGill Professorships and William Dawson Scholarships, established in 

нлллΣ ƘƻƴƻǳǊ ǎƛƎƴƛŦƛŎŀƴǘ ŦƛƎǳǊŜǎ ƛƴ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ƘƛǎǘƻǊy who are already substantially celebrated. 

Unlike many other cases, this naming does not execute a commitment made by the university in 

consideration of a donation. It was suggested that there was an opportunity to rename these 

awards, recognizing other cƻƴǘǊƛōǳǘƻǊǎ ǘƻ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ƘƛǎǘƻǊȅΦ While much older, the Sir William C. 

Macdonald Chairs recognize a donor who is otherwise thoroughly commemorated on the 

campuses. 

When naming new or existing assets, McGill should make effort to recognize marginalized and 

underrepresented individuals and groups, ǿƛǘƘƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǇŀǊŀƳŜǘŜǊǎ ƻŦ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ Policy Relating to 

the Naming of University Assets. The current practice of naming buildings after donors, rather 

than after individuals having made major academic achievements, may merit reflection. One 

ǎǳōƳƛǎǎƛƻƴ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ DǊƻǳǇ ŎƘŀǊŀŎǘŜǊƛȊŜŘ ǘƘŜ ŎǳǊǊŜƴǘ ƴŀƳƛƴƎ ŎǳƭǘǳǊŜ ƛǎ ŀǎ άƻƴŜ ƻŦ ƳƛǎǎŜŘ 

opportuni

/about/history/features/mcgill-women
/secretariat/files/secretariat/naming_of_university_assets_policy_for_sept_2014_0.pdf
/secretariat/files/secretariat/naming_of_university_assets_policy_for_sept_2014_0.pdf
http://cac.mcgill.ca/campus/buildings/Duncan_McIntyre_House.html
/about/history/features/founding
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3. Options and Consequences 

 

/equity_diversity/files/equity_diversity/final_report_of_the_provosts_task_force_on_indigenous_studies_and_indigenous_education_0.pdf
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decision. Any decision on matters such as commemoration and renaming is likely to disappoint at 

least some stakeholders and members of the McGill community. 

/secretariat/files/secretariat/naming_of_university_assets_policy_for_sept_2014_0.pdf
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action, including delays, has undermined the ǳƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅΩǎ efforts in relation to inclusion. 

Accordingly, the committee should establish and follow clear timelines.  

While effectiveness requires clarity and action, the Working Group acknowledges that 

recommendations by the committee and an eventual decision may not hold for all time, as 

language, interpretations, and contexts continue to evolve. Without venturing to lay down a 

precise rule, the Working Group foresees that some issues might return to the committee, say a 

decade later. 

Iƴ ŀŘŘǊŜǎǎƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ ƭŀǊƎŜǊ ŎƻƴǘŜȄǘ ƻŦ ŎƻƳƳŜƳƻǊŀǘƛƻƴ ŀƴŘ aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ǊŜƭŀǘƛƻƴǎƘƛǇ 

with underrepresented groups, effectiveness also demands concerted, proactive treatment of 

these issuesΣ ǊŜŀŎƘƛƴƎ ōŜȅƻƴŘ ŀ ŎƻƳƳƛǘǘŜŜΩǎ ŀŘƧǳŘƛŎŀǘƛƻƴ ƻŦ ǇǳƴŎǘǳŀƭ Ŏŀƭƭǎ ŦƻǊ ŎƘŀƴƎŜΦ ¢ƘŜ 

university should consider how to ensure such ongoing, proactive treatment in an enduring way. 

The Working Group identifies a need for responsibility, accountability, and resources relating to 

aŎDƛƭƭΩǎ ŜŦŦƻǊǘǎ ǘƻ ǊŜŘǊŜǎǎ ǘƘŜ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎ ƛŘŜƴǘƛŦƛŜŘ ƛƴ ǘƘƛǎ ǊŜǇƻǊǘΦ On issues such as the relative 

invisibility of some historically underrepresented groups on campus, the need is not for a further 

decision, but for creative action ς backed by resources. A staff person reporting to the Associate 

Provost (Equity and Academic Policies) might be an appropriate leader for these efforts. 

Amay eavt 
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a set of principles by which the University may be guided in its decision-making with respect to 

any future commemorative or renaming initiative. The working group will take cues from 

Universities that have already undertaken similar exercises (such as Yale University and Dalhousie 

University). 

In completing this mandate, the Working Group will consult widely across the McGill community, 

including alumni. It will likewise consult with representative communities across Montreal. The 

final report and recommendations will be submitted to the Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic) 

by Thursday, 6 December 2018. 
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Appendix II 

Groups 

¢ƘŜ ŦƻƭƭƻǿƛƴƎ ƎǊƻǳǇǎ ƻǊ ƻŦŦƛŎƛŀƭǎ ǇǊŜǎŜƴǘŜŘ ŀǘ ǘƘŜ ²ƻǊƪƛƴƎ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ hearings or met otherwise 
with the Working Group or with one or both of the co-chairs. 

Allŀƴ ±ƛŎŀƛǊŜΣ CƛǊǎǘ tŜƻǇƭŜǎΩ IƻǳǎŜ, McGill University 

Bear Clan Matron Louise Wakerakatste McDonald (Mama Bear) 

.ƭŀŎƪ {ǘǳŘŜƴǘǎΩ bŜǘǿƻǊƪ 

Friends of McGill Hockey 

Friends of McGill Rugby 

Karonhienhawe Linda Delormier, Kahnawake 

McGill Alumni Association 

McGill Association of University Teachers 

aǳǎƭƛƳ [ŀǿ {ǘǳŘŜƴǘǎΩ !ǎǎƻŎƛŀǘƛƻƴ 

Native Friendship Centre of Montreal 

Special Advisor, Indigenous Initiatives, Office of the Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic) 

SǘǳŘŜƴǘǎΩ {ƻŎƛŜǘȅ ƻŦ McGill University Equity Commissioners 

{ǘǳŘŜƴǘǎΩ {ƻŎƛŜǘȅ ƻŦ aŎDƛƭƭ ¦ƴƛǾŜǊǎƛǘȅ Indigenous Affairs Commissioner 

 

Individuals 

The following individuals are those who, among those who authored or co-signed the 90 written 

submissions received by 3 December 2018, gave consent for the Working Group to list their 

names. 

 



Annmarie Adams 

Madelyn Aaron 

Eloïse Albaret 

Alix Albright 

Andrea Almeida-Pasko 

Anastassios (Tassos) 

Anastassiadis 

Aneeka Anderson 

Fatima Anjum 

Andreann Asibey 

Rachael Atkinson 

Caitlyn Atkinson 

Melanie Audrain 

Carlene Ayukawa 

Mikaela Bakey 

Julia Barclay 

Darin Barney 

Florence Barre 

Safiya Bashir Sherif 

Marie J. Béland 

Lydia Bhattacharya 

Vivien Bian 

Frédérique Blanchard 

Tiffany Blattgerste 

Sarah Bloch 

Sophie Boissonnault 

Lesley Borowski 

Lauren Bossen 
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